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Terms of Sale: All items subject to prior sale. Condition: All items are 12mo. or liv. in orig. binding & in good condition unless otherwise noted. D.j.s noted when present. Returns: All items are returnable within 10 days for any reason. Domestic Shipping: $4 for the first book/volume, $1 for each add'l, or $6 for Priority Mail & UPS, $1 for each add'l. Foreign Shipping: At cost. Sales Tax: Residents of Virginia please add 5% sales tax.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED

4to - quarto - usually 14”
c. - circa (about, approximately)
c.i.i. - complete in itself
(ep - end paper
flap - front free e.p.
fine - virtually new, crisp
good - no technical blemishes, cosmetics noted
laid down - glued to a page
laid in - laid loose into item
net net - not on 13 million vol. Internet List
NUC/OCLC - shows participating libraries with copies
reading copy - substituted until something better
removed - a pamphlet, bd. with others, now freed
SMR - sheet music, removed
t.e.g. - top edge gilt
t.p. - title page
v.g. - expected aging, still very, very acceptable
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2. (...) Scarborough, W. S. & Hamlin, Garland. "THE NEGRO QUESTION" & "A PRAIRIE HEROINE" on pp 219-222 & 223-244, respectively, in complete issue VOL 5 #2 of ARENA. Boston, 1891. Wrps, some spotting & age soil. $17.50


4. (American Revolution)(MA)(Arch) Bunker Hill Monument Association. PETITION OF THE BUNKER HILL MONUMENT ASSOCIATION TO THE MAYOR & ALDERMEN OF CHARLESTOWN TO LAY OUT A STREET FROM CITY SQUARE TO MONUMENT SQUARE. W/a plan of the same, Boston, 1868, 12pp. Fold map. Title says it all! Ex-lib., missing rear wrp. Cartography. Military. $75.00


6. (Aviation) British Petroleum. BOOK OF AIRLINES. (London), (1958), ca. 100pp., open end. Wrps, v.g. Much color, art work by John Stroud. Four language visual & statistical analysis of airlines in the International Air Transport Association. $22.50

7. (Blacksmith)(Horse)(Iron) Smith, H. R. Bradley. BLACKSMITHS' & FARRIERS' TOOLS AT SHELBURNE MUSEUM - A HISTORY OF THEIR DEVELOPMENT FROM FORGE TO FACTORY. Shelburne, VT, 1966, 269pp. First ed. Near fine in pictorial hardcover (a few small rubs to cover). Well illus. A joy for the right person. $27.50


RITRATI DELLA PIANTE & DE GLI ANIMALI, NUOVAMENTE AGGIUNTIVI DAL MEDESIMO.
Venice, 1557. Second illustrated Italian edition. Folio, (88), 741 pp., (1), lacking final leaf, blank except for printer's device on verso. Recently rebound in full calf with a maroon morocco spine label. Some damp staining & minor soiling throughout, title page mounted & a few leaves re-hinged, paper repairs & marginal wormholes to a few leaves, mostly in the first & last several quires. About 40 of the woodcuts hand colored at an early date. Mattioli, Pierandrea (1507-1577) Italian physician & botanist. "He was born in Siena, studied in Padua, & traveled widely in Italy to collect plants. His lengthy Commentarii on the Herbal of Dioscorides were intended as practical advice for physicians. The book was first published in Venice in 1544 & went into many editions & translations, the first in Latin, following three Italian ones, in 1554. The commentaries go beyond Dioscorides' plants to include Mattioli's own discoveries & reports from his correspondents. The two series of illustrations, one first published in the Venice edition of 1554, the larger ones appearing in a Prague version of 1562, & both copied repeatedly, are unusual in representing massed foliage, fruit, & flowers instead of single twigs or plants." (Encyclopaedia of the Renaissance). "A critical examination of the features & the sometimes complex vicissitudes of the Commentarii would constitute an interesting chapter in the history of Bibliology. Fundamental to the work's success is its conception & execution as a practical scientific treatise. It was intended for daily use by physicians, herbalists, & others, who could find descriptions & notes on medicinal plants & herbs, Greek & Latin names & synonyms, & the equivalents in other languages. The work made it possible to identify & compare its plants & herbs with those mentioned by Dioscorides & also with those found in nature. The Commentarii thus differed profoundly from translations by other authors, who generally insisted on lexical & grammatical aspects rather than on medical & botanical aims. Mattioli supported his work with new information partly derived from his direct observation of plants & herbs & partly obtained from other authors; the rest were derived from original drawings placed at his disposal by other scholars. From the scientific point of view, Mattioli's work did not always win approval. Sachs, for example, asserted that Mattioli's study of the medicinal effects of plants took priority to the observation of their morphological characteristics. Certainly Mattioli's interest in botany was not primary but proceeded from his interest in therapy, & it was medicine that led him back to the observation of nature. Mattioli's commentary of Discorides' text was aimed largely at the practical purpose of medicinal phytognosis & acquired intrinsic value both through the wealth of its descriptive details of each plant & through its accurate drawings. Mattioli may therefore be considered a member of the Vesalian school of morphological observation." (DSB)

$5,500.00

RHODE ISLANDERS IN CANADA
10. (Canada)(Rhode Island)(Travel) CDV photo of Dr. Miller of Providence & Mr. Mathewson of Barrington taken by Livernois of Quebec. c.1880. The gentlemen are seated in a two-wheel gig. The adolescent driver's capped head remains immobile while the shortly coupled hat-rack thin horse impatiently frisks both head & tail.

$90.00

11. (Circus)(Appalachia)(Carnival) Drimmer, Frederick. VERY SPECIAL PEOPLE - THE STRUGGLES,
LOVES, & TRIUMPHS OF HUMAN ODDITIES. NY, 1973, 411pp. First ed. Fine in v.g. dj. Previous owner stamp, not ex. lib. Chapter on Annie Jones from Smyth County, VA. Copies on net to seventy. $17.50


13. (...)(...) Hill, Charlie. FIRST OF MAY - A NEW CIRCUS NOVEL. Sarasota, FL, 1978, 224pp. First ed. Fine in wrps Previous owner stamp, not ex. lib. This is a novel about the circus by a fifteen year veteran. Not net. $25.00

14. (...)(...) Kerr, Alex. NO BARS BETWEEN. NY, 1957, 215pp. First ed. Fine in fine dj. Previous owner stamp, not ex. lib. $17.50


17. (...)(South)(Maryland) Stonebraker, J. Clarenee. THE UNWRITTEN SOUTH - CAUSE, PROGRESS & RESULT OF THE CIVIL WAR. Hagerstown, MD, 1903, 212pp., 12mo. Half maroon cl. & silver on black paper over bds. Bkstrap lettering faded. Later he wrote Puritan & Cavalier. South seems to have enjoyed several editions. Available from Instant Book (add money & stir) at forty. $18.50


22. (…) (Wesleyan University). “Concert, Dr. Minor C. Baldwin...”. Middletown (CT), c.1900, bdsde, 9 x 5¼”.
The performer’s credentials incl. solo work at World’s Fair & as Phila. Exposition, 1899. Two thumbtack
holes, one side crease, mild scrapbook residue top inch verso. Music. $22.50

23. (Cookery)(Domestic)(Trade Cat) Rich’d T. Hambrook Mfg Co. THE PERFECTION REFRIGERATOR. Chicago, 1878?, 4pp. We call it an icebox but, gee, what a beauty. $35.00

24. (…) (Trade Catalog) American Stove Co., Dangler Stove Co. Div. THE DANGLER BLUE FLAME OIL STOVES. Cleveland, OH, c.1920, 30pp. Features 17 stoves & assorted parts, accessories, etc. $37.50


26. (…) (Trade Catalog)(Food) Fabrique Speciale. MOULES EN ETAIN, ZURBINES A GLACER, ET SORBETIERES. Paris, c.1900, 28pp. Wrps, chipped at top in Gaylord binder. P. 3-16 illus. products (molds, pilfers, scoops, etc.), balance is a price list w/some marginal exemplars. Not listed per OCLC. $125.00

27. (Dartmouth College)(NH)(Arch) Atkinson’s Casket. “DARTMOUTH COLLEGE. Phila., 1833. Woodcut, 3½ x 4½” w/one column of text in a removed, incomplete issue. $18.50

28. (Death)(Medical)(Commerce) Sauter, Wm. CASKET SHIPPING CARD. Baltimore, 1909, bdsde, 10 x 8”. On “stiff” card stock. One corner chipped, three tack holes. Product sent to E. G. Kurtz, Sharon, MD. Promises inducement for prompt delivery. Nice rec-room wall item. $25.00

29. (…) (…) (…) Warfield & Rohr. CASKET SHIPPING CARD. Baltimore, 1907, bdsde, 10 x 8”. On “stiff” card stock. Four tack holes. Product sent to E. G. Kurtz, Sharon, MD. Promises inducement for prompt delivery. Nice rec-room wall item. $25.00


32. (…) (…) (…) Robertson, Bettie. CHINA PAINTERS TEXTBOOK. Houston, TX, 1974, 154pp., 4to. Wrps, v.g. (plastic comb binding notebook). Color pls. From the Meador Collection. Porcelain. $19.50


34. (…) PAINTING FRUIT. N.p., 1983, 83(4-p. price list)pp., 4to. Wrps w/plastic comb binding notebook,
35. (...). Pond, Joyce. THE BEAUTY OF LANDSCAPES. (Fort Cobb, OK), c.1975, 32pp., 4to. Wrps. v.g. (spiral bound). Ceramic deco. Color plts. From the Meador Collection. Not net. Art. Porcelain. $35.00

36. (Demographics)(Urban)(Econ). Miller, Cyrus C. WHAT THE CITY CAN DO TO REDUCE THE COST OF LIVING. NY, 1913, 15pp. Wrps. v.g. wrps. Caption title. OCLC locates two lib. v.g. copies. $45.00

37. (Economics)(Rhode Island)(VA). Remarks of Mr. Simmons, of Rhode Island, on Amendment...by Mr. Rives of Virginia... TO INCORPORATE THE SUBSCRIBERS TO THE BANK OF THE U.S.... DC, 1841, 1pp. Wrps. Spiral bound. Age soiled. $21.00


40. (Environment). Clews, Henry. ELECTRIC POWER FROM THE WIND. Maine, 1974, 40pp., 9 x 4". $15.00

41. (Fashion)(Women)(Social). Russell, Frances E. (and others). "RATIONAL DRESS FOR WOMEN...SYMPOSIUM" on pp 305-327 in complete issue VOL 9 #3 of THE ARENA. Boston, 1894. Wrps. Lower two inches of bkstrp taped, expected age soil. Other articles cover land reform, religion in Browning's poetry, uninvited poverty & medical monopoly. Fashion has 15 illus. $25.00


43. (Fire)(Massachusetts). Tiger Engine Company. Fine Ticket. Dorchester (MA?), 1856, 3 x 8". Charges Mr. Upham for missing eight fires. Together with another, 1831 "Engine Company Meden(?) to R. Green for 24 Suppers at 3/9-Received payment -$15." The latter laid down on cardboard mount. Massachusetts. $45.00

44. (Food)(Cookery)(Domestic)(TC). Ritzinger & Grasgreen. CATALOGUE OF HOUSEHOLD GOODS & NOVELTIES. NY. c.1906, (27)pp., 5 x 8". Wrps. v.g. Incl. SCALLOPED FRUIT CUTTER, PINEAPPLE EYE DIPPER, OLIVE STONES (we like ours stoned!), MOLDS, SLICERS, ETC. $45.00


46. (...). New York)(Cookery). James, Rian. DINING IN NEW YORK. New York, 1930, (v)xi, (2)266pp., 12mo. First ed. A second ed. appeared in 1931, & then a "repeat ed." in 1934. This is a v.g. copy save for complete fading of bkstrp label. Art deco cover appliqué ed. Texas author. $125.00
16TH CENTURY GEOGRAPHY

47. (Geography) Glareanus (Henricus Loritus). DE GEOGRAPHIA LIBER UNUS, AB IPSO AUTHOREIAM NOUSSIME RECOGNITUS. Parisiis: Apud Gulielmum Cauelart, in pingui Gallina, 1550. 21 woodcut diagrams in text, including a full-paged diagram of an earth-centered universe & a woodcut of twelve gores used for making globes. First Cavellat edition. 4to, 40 ff. Nineteenth century paper boards. Library labels to spine & bookplate of M.A. Principis Bvrghesii to front pastedown, library donation plate (from Bishop Thomas Beaven) dated Jan. 3, 1901 to rear pastedown. A clean copy with good margins & only minor discoloration along the edges. Inked bracket & "America" written in the margin of folio 39r next to the paragraph about America, Columbus, & Vespucci. Embossed library stamp on title page, perforated library marking to title page & folio 37, & shelf numbers in stamp & pencil to the bottom margin of Atv, all from the City Library of Springfield, MA. Very rare edition of one of the most important geographical manuals of the sixteenth century by a man described by Erasmus as 'the most important Swiss humanist' (Bietenholz. Contemporaries of Erasmus. Vol. 2.). First published in Basel in 1527, the work was revised a number of times before Glareanus's death in 1563. The work includes a report of the discoveries of Columbus & Vespucci in America - occurring on the verso of folio 38, headed 'De regionibus extra Ptolemaeum...' Henricus Glareanus (1488-1563) professor of mathematics, philosophy & science at Basel, Paris & Freiburg was a lifelong friend & associate of Erasmus. 'Glareranus' importance as a humanist is evident from the testimony of his pupils & friends; from the chosen circle of men who received the dedications of his writings...and, of course, from his writings themselves, some of which were printed in several editions. His writings developed from his lectures & represent innovative work in several areas. This is particularly true of his editions of classical authors & to a lesser degree of his poems such as the Descriptio Helvetiae, the Panegyricum, & two books of elegies dedicated to Zwingli. While Erasmus concentrated his philological efforts primarily on critical editions of theological source materials, Glareanus concerned himself with the much wider field of secular classical literature, especially history, mathematics, & music. Her edited Tactius, Livy (pioneering an improved chronology), Dionyius of Halicarnassus, Horace, Ovid, Caesar, Sallust, Terence, Cicero, Boethius, Lucian, Valerius Maximus, Eutropius, Quintus Curtius Rufus, & Suetonius. (Bietenholz). Very rare. OCLC locates only the copy at the New York Public Library. Alden & Landis, & RLIN add no additional copies. Alden & Landis 550/21; Fairfax Murray (France) 197 $3,250.00

48. (Geology)(Kentucky) Richardson, Charles Henry & Chester Kenneth Wentworth. MOLDING SANDS - CEMENT MATERIALS & GEOLOGY & COAL RESOURCES OF THE MIDDLESBORO BASIN IN KENTUCKY. Frankfort, KY, 1927. 240pp. First & only ed., 1500 copies printed. Good w/damping to lower left corner of cover & lower 4" of bkstrp. One fold out map - a few pencil notes add to the three tipped in photographs. $14.95


50. (Horticulture)(Arch)(MD) Towson Nurseries. LANDSCAPES (Landscape catalog of shrubbery, etc). Towson MD, c.1920, 37pp. Wrps, usual age soil. Over
30 photo illus of plantings in Baltimore area. $22.50

51. (Huguenot)(Virginia)(Genealogy) Brock, R. Al.
DOCUMENTS CHIEFLY UNPUBLISHED, RELATING TO
THE HUGUENOT EMIGRATION TO VIRGINIA & TO
THE SETTLEMENT AT MANAKIN-TOWN... Baltimore,
1966, 247pp. First pub. 1866. V.g. in ilo cloth. Includes
families of: Fontaine, Maury, Dupuy, Traibe, Marye,
Chastain, Cooke, & more. 43 pp. index. $28.50

52. (Illinois)(Coal)(Geol)(App) US Department of the
Interior, Bureau of Mines. ANALYSIS OF ILLINOIS
COALS. DC, 1942, 245pp. Wrs, v.g., private owner
stamp. This is not the 77 pp. title issued Urbana 1946.
No copies of this title on net. $25.00

53. (India)(Diplomacy) Manshardt, Clifford.
FREEDOM WITHOUT VIOLENCE - INDIA'S STRUGGLE FOR
INDEPENDENCE. Chicago, 1946, (20),(2),(2),blpp. Wrs, v.g., ex. lib. No
copy noted per OCLC. $45.00

54. (Insurance)(Demographics) Association of Life
Insurance Presidents. BETTERMENT OF LIFE
INSURANCE SERVICE - NEED FOR BETTER VITAL
STATISTICS - REPORT OF HEALTH COMMITTEE. NY,
1912. 7pp. Caption title. Wrs, modest wear, some spots
(no charge). Not net. $15.00

55. (...) Moran, William J. SOME OBSERVATIONS
REGARDING THE SUBJECT OF "WAIVER" APPLIED
IN ACTIONS TO RECOVER UPON LIFE
CONTRACTS. NY?, 1919, 11pp. Wrs, dusty & paper
embrowned. Not net. $22.50

IRELAND'S MARKETS OR A NEW FIELD FOR
AMERICAN TRADE. NY, 1921, 11pp. Wrs, modest
age, soil. Last 3 pp are tables of import/export. No lib
w/copies per OCLC. $28.00

E. (M.C.); Thomas Hughes; Sylvester Baxter. "HAS
ISLAM A FUTURE?" (PP 532-539); "NEGRO
QUESTION IN THE SOUTH"(PP 540-550); "SOCIAL &
ECONOMIC...OF THE BICYCLE" in comp. issue VOL
6 #5 of ARENA. Boston, 1892. Wrps, dusty, front wrp
damped. $27.50

58. (Japan) Addenall, C. R. Pictures illustrating the
report entitled "A Survey of Japanese Enterprises
Interested in the Manufacture of Streptomycin". Tokyo,
1950. 43 pictures in special album. Pictures usually 7 x
5" or reverse. Companies incl. Meiji Seka Kaisha,
Kyowa Hakko Kogyo Kaisha, Mitsui Kagaku Kogyo,
Kagaku Kenkyusho, & Nihon Seibutsu Kagaku
Kenkyusho w/add'l images from Takeda
Pharmaceuticals, Lt. Images are generally identified.
Note: The report not present. Architecture. medical.
Engineering. Technical. $150.00

59. (...)(Travel) Hearn, Lafcadio. GLEANINGS IN
BUDDHA-FIELDS: STUDIES OF HAND & SOUL IN
THE FAR EAST. Boston & NY, 1898, 296pp. First ptd
1897. V.g. to fine, private lib. number on t.p., no other
lib. marks. All or gilt bright. No copy of this ed. on net.
$45.00

NO COPIES ON NET FOR ANY YEAR

60. (Kentucky)(Coal)(Geol)(App) Kentucky Mining
Institute. COAL MINING REFERENCE BOOK.
Louisville, KY, 1945, 283pp. Wrs, v.g., Test damp
rippled but not stained, private owner stamp. Includes

62. (Law)(Virginia) Lile, Wm Minor. NOTES OF LECTURES ON EQUITY JURISPRUDENCE TO ACCOMPANY MERWIN’S EQUITY. Univ. of VA, 1921, 314pp. First issued 1913. Elias’ Merwin’s Principles of Equity & Equity Pleading was issued 1895. Law buckram, some discoloration. $35.00


66. (…) Weller, Bob (ed.). PRINCE GEORGE’S BOUNTY - ORAL HISTORY PORTRAITS OF PEOPLE IN OUR “NEARBY WORLD”… Upper Marlboro, MD, 1984, 108pp., square 8vo. First ed. in later lib. cloth. $15.00

CAMBRIDGE MA HISTORY

67. (Massachusetts) Amory, Thomas C. OLD CAMBRIDGE & NEW. Boston, 1871, 45pp. Removed (w/o wrps). “Nursing mother of New England intellect…” $45.00

68. (…) (Autograph) Adams, Aquila. Three ms. documents. Boston, 1853+. 3 pieces. Two are autographed orders signed to his father, Isaac Adams, to pay money for him. The 3rd is a list of bonds borrowed, 1864. Adams B. 1832, d. 1884, War Mfg., Sugar Refiner, & Lanker. Autograph. Massachusetts. $27.50

69. (…) (…) King, J. H. Boston Museum. Autographed sentiment on 2½ x 4½” note card. 1876. “Since life is but a fleeting summer day, Laugh while you can, be happy while you may”.

70. (…) Bovee, Frances B. MEMORIES. N.p., c.1920, 32pp. typed carbon script of growing up. She references MA , NY & VT, & names villages of Arlington, Sharpsville, & Newago. We found no Sharpsville or Newago. We find Arlington in NH, NY & MA. A previous owner suggested author from Richmond, MA. One great story about a three-day
wolf-Hunt. This author not listed per OCLC. This ms. has a ptl title & author on cvr.

$75.00

AMOS LAWRENCE'S COPY

71. (…) Crime) Stimpson, Charles Jr. STIMPSON'S BOSTON DIRECTORY. Boston, 1840, 451pp. Narrow 12mo, 8½ x 3½“. New ½ paper orig. label, book recased. Pp. 445-451 list “People of Color.” A previous owner has written a 200 word essay (tipped in) on the association of Amos Lawrence (signature on front cvr) w/John Augustus, who was 1st a cordwainer & then worked as the 1st active probation proponent in the U.S. Nice supposition. No copy of this ed. per OCLC.

Copies of other eds. on net to three fifty.

$285.00

72. (…) Drama) Salem Literary Institute. Dramatic Club Program. Salem, 1861, broadside, 8 x 5“. Laid down on scrapbook leaf. Features Sir Lytton Bulwer's Comedy of Money. All actors' names inked in by character synopsis.

$45.00

73. (…) Genealogy) Surry, Massachusetts Town of. Road & pay orders. Surry, MA, 1804-39. 8 pieces, 2 x7“ & larger. Payments to Elijah Fuller, Philip Monro, Jerom Robbins, David Allen, Asaikel Harvey, etc.

$45.00

74. (…) Hydraulics) Yeaton, John. Photo of his blacksmith shop. So. Abington (MA), 1886, 4½ x 7“. This photo of Yeaton's shop (in floodwaters) has been creased & some creases have been tape supported. Right margin abraded. Some red offsetting at extremities. Very clear. Technical.

$17.50

EARLY HATCH ACT

75. Massachusetts Legislature - Whig Members. ANSWER…TO THE ADDRESS OF…MARCUS MORTON… Boston, 1840, 36pp. Much re: Jackson, railroads; early reference to causes that led to Hatch Act (p.29). Sewn as issued.

$35.00

18TH C. SURVEY

76. (…) Real Estate Deed (manuscript). Walpole, MA, 1796, 4pp., foolscap. Reverse folded w/p. 4 the deed to Solomon Kingsbury. P. 3 has the plat plan. P. 2 has the field notes. P. 1 is the blank. The free margin of the deed is chipped, affecting a notarization. Genealogy. Survey.

$175.00

77. (…) Political) Donovan, James. FOR SHERIFF, JAMES DONOVAN. (Boston), c.1910, 3pp. 4to. P. 1 wpicture, p. 2 wpraise & testimony & p. 3 wlist of supporters. Actually targets citizen of Ward Nine in Suffolk County.

$35.00

78. (…) Post Card) Hughes, Charles W. THROUGH THE PICTURESQUE BERKSHIRE HILLS, MASSACHUSETTS. Mechanicville, NY, c.1921. 4“x 6“. V.g. This is a Tumblin' Tom postal view folder w/17 color views & considerable text.

$12.50


$25.00
81. (…) (…) NEWTON THEOLOGICAL INSTITUTION CATALOGUE OF OFFICERS & STUDENTS... Boston, 1834, 12pp. Removed. $15.00

82. Another...1834-5. Boston, 1835, 16pp. Removed. $15.00

83. (…) (Social)(Agri) Essex Agricultural Society. ORDER OF ARRANGEMENTS, PREMIUMS & COMMITTEES FOR THE ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF THE ESSEX... AT SOUTH DANVERS. South Danvers, 1861, 23pp. Sm. chip to top free corner of front wrp, text damp at extremities. Possibly because of the war effort, prizes were down by 20%. Exposition. $22.50

84. (…) (…) ORDER OF ARRANGEMENTS, PREMIUMS & COMMITTEES FOR THE FIFTIETH ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF THE ESSEX... AT IPSWICH. Peabody, 1870, 27pp. Wrps, v.g. Prizes not yet up to pre-war high. Exposition. $22.50


86. (Medical) Humphreys, F. HUMPHREYS' HOMEOPATHIC MENTOR OR FAMILY ADVISER IN THE USE OF HUMPHREYS' HOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES. NY, (1917), 494(18)pp. Publ. as early as 1878, this popular text enjoyed several eds. V.g., inner front p. repaired, cvr gilt bright. $25.00

87. (…) (Illinois) Committee of Fifty. HOW THE UNCARED-FOR EPILEPTIC FARES IN ILLINOIS - COLONY CARE THE REMEDY - A PLEA FOR IMMEDIATE LEGISLATIVE ACTION - HOW YOU CAN HELP. Chicago, 1913, 48pp. Wrps, modest age soil. Not recorded per OCLC. $35.00

88. (…) (Vermont) Vermont Asylum. RULES FOR THE ATTENDANTS & ASSISTANTS OF THE VERMONT ASYLUM. N.p., c.1850, bdside, 10 x 8”. This undated set of rules provides ten standards of behavior, embellished by a neatly typographical border. $125.00

89. (…) (Women) Bard, Samuel. COMPENDIUM OF THE THEORY & PRACTICE OF MIDWIFERY: CONTAINING PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF WOMEN DURING PREGNANCY, IN LABOUR, & IN CHILD-BED CALCULATED TO CORRECT THE ERRORS, & TO IMPROVE THE PRACTICE OF MIDWIVES... NY, 1815. 269 pp. Full leather, v.g., rubbed at hinges. Last leaf of text in facs. First pt. 1808, this is called the third ed. This title has more references than usual: Wellcome I p. 99, Garrison-Morton 656301, Austen 116. First ed. on net at three thousand +. This ed. with thirty addl pages... $125.00

90. (…) (…) Bishop, Emily M. AMERICANIZED DELSARTE CULTURE. DC, 1892, 202, appendix (6)pp., 12 mo. First ed. Maroon cl over stiff bds, rubbed at extremities. Exercises for body & mind. No first ed. on net. $35.00

Jay, sisters who deceased within a week of one another. No copy located per OCLC. $25.00

CUBA AS COLONY?
92. (Mexican War)(Native Amer)(SC) Southern Quarterly Review. "SECONDARY COMBATTS OF THE MEXICAN WAR" (pp 92-130) & "ABORIGINAL RACES OF AMERICA" (pp 59-91) as ptd in complete issue of THE SOUTHERN QUARTERLY REVIEW, VOL VIII, NO. XV (Whole number XLVII). Charleston, SC, 1853. 288,(2) ads pp. Wrps, untrimmed. Modest foxing. Lower free corner damped. Contains also Soule on Colonization of Cuba, Pierce's Inaugural Speech (all these are reviews, not reprints). $45.00


94. (Migration)(Woodcuts) Lazius, Wolfgang (Andreae Wechelii Heredes, C. Marnium, & I. Aubrium). DE GENTIUM ALIQUIT MIIHRATIONIBUS, SEDIBUS FIXIS, RELIQUIIS, LINGUARUMQUE INITIIS & IMMUTATIONIBUS AC DIALECTIS, LIBRI XII. Frankfurt, 1600, A-3M 6, 3N 8pp. Bound in contemporary vellum, pages browned throughout. Lazius was one of the most versatile humanists in Vienna & was later viewed as a "central figure in the cultural life of Vienna". He had originally studied liberal arts in Ingolstadt & in 1538 obtained a doctorate in medicine. He was personal physician to the Emperor Ferdinand I & from 1546 taught at the Faculty of Medicine in Vienna. He became Rector in 1560 & Royal Superintendent in 1563. But he is best known as an historian, particularly on account of his History of Vienna (Vienna Austriae) & his widely used book on the great Migrations (De Gentium Aliquot Migrationibus) & as a cartographer, with maps of Bavaria, Hungary, Greece & Austria. In 1561 he published the first printed atlas of Austria. The Migration Period, also called Barbarian Invasions or Volkerwanderung (German for "wandering of the peoples"), was a period of human migration which occurred roughly within the years of 300-700 AD in Europe, marking the transition from late antiquity to the early middle ages. These movements were catalyzed by profound changes within both the Roman Empire & the so-called "barbarian frontier". Migrating peoples during this period included the Goths, Vandals, Bulgars, Alans, Suebi, Frisians, & Franks among other Germanic, Iranian & Slavic tribes. The woodcuts in De Gentium depicting these peoples were designed, drawn, & cut by the author. VD 16, L 845; Adams L 349; Lipperheide B1: NDB XIV, 14. $1,750.00

CAMBRIDGE BOWED IN SHAME
95. (Military)(Massachusetts) O'Malley, Thomas F. THE SOLDIERS' MONUMENT: A BIT OF HISTORY. Cambridge, MA, 1927, 11-23pp. Address publ. in program for "Soldiers' Monument, Cambridge, MA, Ded. of the Memorial Tablets...1927." Photo Illus. O'Malley, who has inscribed this copy, shames the town, "The monument is yet incomplete. The arcade is still empty... It is safe to say that the structure will go down to posterity just as it is today." $27.50
96. (...) Patriotic (Music) Lorenz, E. S. PATRIOTIC SONGS - A COLLECTION OF SONGS, QUARTETS, MALE QUARTETS & ANTHEMS FOR USE ON ALL PATRIOTIC OCCASIONS: WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY, MEMORIAL DAY, INDEPENDENCE DAY, THANKSGIVING & OF ALL PATRIOTIC SOCIETIES. New York, 1897. 32 pp. Tall 8vo. Wrps frayed & loosening. OCLC locates only one lib. w/ a copy. $35.00

97. (Music) (Massachusetts) THE BOSTON MUSICAL REVIEW, VOLUME 1 no.1, SEPTEMBER 1, 1845. Boston, 22pp. Scarce & short-lived periodical. Union List of Serials identifies one lib. w/ any of the four issues. Articles incl.: “Music in Boston,” “Church Music,” “Distinction Between Musical Expression & Effect,” etc. Removed, some spotting. $45.00

98. (...) Heaton Hall Trio. (Music Program for Performance). Stockbridge, MA, 1917, 7 " x 4 1/2". Puccini, Cui, Bohm... $10.00

99. (...) (Mystery) Dramond, Alonzo E. A SECRET OF THE MIDWAY PLAISANCE. DC, c.1890, 122pp.. 12 mo. W/o wrps. Mystery w/ London & Paris locale. Perhaps the greater mystery is that not only does OCLC have no record of this title, there also is no other book listed by this author. $225.00

100. (Native Americans) Rogers, Horatio. CANONICUS MEMORIAL SERVICES OF DEDICATION, UNDER THE AUSSPICES OF THE RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Providence, RI, 1883, 31pp. Wrps, near fine. Rededication of a monument of Roger Williams’ friend, the sachem Canonicus. Rogers’ address comprises 8pp., & he has appended 3pp. of notes. $35.00

101. (Naval) (Boutwell, E. B.). DEFENCE OF COMMANDER E. B. BOUTWELL BEFORE A COURT MARTIAL. CONVENEED FOR HIS TRIAL AT WASHINGTON, JUNE 14, 1858. DC, 1858, 20pp. WITH a 2 pp. 4to statement March 20, 1858 by Boutwell (covers some points included in “Defence”. Boutwell’s defence was not whether he was too sick to command but whether the illness had been properly surveyed by available medical personnel. Boutwell’s “Defence” located only at Cornell per OCLC. His March 20th statement is unrecorded. $250.00


103. (...) (Rel) (Women) Home Missionary Society. "THE WORLD FOR CHRIST". Webster- NH, c.1890. Broadside 7 1/2" x 4 1/2". Announces a missionary program by Mrs. Harriet S. Caswell at the Congregational church in Webster, NH. $25.00

104. (...) Town of Lebanon, Trustees. Trust Funds for Care of Cemeteries & Burial Lots in Cemeteries. Lebanon, NH, 1901, 4pp., 4to. Partially pts document, listing rules for endowment of lots; $100 got you perpetual care for your lot. V.g. Death. Genealogy. $25.00

105. (...) White Mountains. 1920. Postal views as follows: Crawford Notch (accordion folder; two copies); White Mtns (ditto); & three photo cards of Franconia Notch. $29.50

107. (…) (Orange County, New York). WARWICK VALLEY DISPATCH. Warwick, 1903. 10 issues, July-Dec, 1903 (some gaps), folded newsprint, one issue w/edge wear. Fragile. $35.00

108. (…) (Paulding, James K. & Washington Irving) Langstaff, Launcelot. SALMAGUNDI. NY, 1835, 264,300pp., 12mo. First ptd 1820. Fine in new black cl. w/gilt lettering, cancelled lib stamp on t.p. & one other. Still humorous, "oyster wench... nickname of Miss Conch, from having a great nose, the blowing of which sounded like this fashionable musical instrument". $67.50

109. (…) (Photo)(Arch)(Rel) Troy, New York. Church of the Holy Cross (Photograph). Troy, 1889, 8 x 8". Laid down on 10 x 8" mat. A few scrapes to left edge, considerable foxing to mount. Conceived in 1815, this church was consecrated 1848 & enlarged 1899 where the full choir is here photographed for the 1st time. $75.00

Lincoln’s Inn. Throughout the text are beautiful crible’ initials in three sizes, & head-and-tail pieces. Occasional manuscript marginalia, shaved by the binder. “COMINES (COMMYNES), PHILLIPE DE (ca. 1447 - 18 October 1511), outstanding chronicler of the fifteenth century. He began his career in the service of Charles the Bold, who became Duke of Burgundy on his father’s death in 1467. In August 1472 Comines left Charles & became the friend & confidant of Louis XI, who granted him attractive financial benefits & made him his chamberlain & leading minister in charge of political affairs. The first five books of his Memòires concern the reigns of Louis XI & Charles VIII, & the last three books end with the coronation of Louis XII. Comines claims repeatedly that he is telling the truth about the events that he discusses, & he always states when he was not an eyewitness of the event. Comine’s art may be said to be the opposite of Froissart’s; it is without picturesqueness or color. In fact the Memòires have no literary pretense. They were composed originally as source material for the Archbishop of Vienna, Angelo Cato, who wanted to write the history of Louis XI. Comines is more interested in what events reveal about men than in the events themselves. Without being a great thinker, he had an original vision of the world: he believed in the importance of Providence as a power capable of controlling the equilibrium of forces in the world. Providence, according to him, could counterbalance the individual excesses of men. When describing war, Comines understates its myth & insists on its goriness & inhumanity. He also denounces the weaknesses & sins of the ruling classes & has faith only in diplomats & in secret emissaries.” (Guy Mermier in “Dictionary

120. (Poetry) Auslander, Joseph & Frank Ernest Hill. THE WINGED HORSE - THE STORY OF THE POETS & THEIR POETRY. NY, 1927. xx,(3),451pp. First ed. of this poetry anthology. V.g. in worn dj. $12.50


ATTACKS JACKSON'S SPOILS SYSTEM


123. (…) Fair Representation Committee. THE PATRIOT. MA?, c.1890, 15pp. Wrps, removed, v.g. Particularly adapts the Govt. system to the City of Melrose, adjacent to Brookline. Addresses what we call the single shot ballot. Not located per NUC. $100.00

124. (…) PEOPLES TICKET. FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER, JOHN I. BAKER OF BEVERLY, FOR SPECIAL COMMISSIONER, DAN WEED, JR. OF LAWRENCE. Lawrence ?, (1854), 2½ x 4". Certainly want to thank the info network in Lawrence & Beverly & our contacts in Boston who responded on Christmas Eve!! $16.50

125. Postal. Colcchitate, Massachusetts Postal Quarterly Account. July 1--Sept. 30, 1892. 4pp., folio. Partially ptd document. $15.00

JFK


NO COPY IN U.S.

128. (…) Lohndt, Wilhelm. LOCOMOTIV- UND KESSEL-FEUERUNGEN MIT STURZFLAMME UND PENDELBAST-KORBROST. Berlin, 1891, 14,(2)pp. Fold plate (which shows two plans). Later cl., wrps preserved. No U.S. lb. w/copies per OCLC. Patents for fire box & grates. $75.00

129. (…) Boston & Albany R.R. Co. TENTH (13th & 15th) ANNUAL REPORT OF THE

130. (…) Baptist Association. A CONFESSION OF FAITH, PUT FORTH BY THE ELDERS & BRETHREN OF MANY CONGREGATIONS OF CHRISTIANS (BAPTIZED UPON PROFESSION OF THEIR FAITH)... Rolla, MO, c.1985, 75pp., 4to. First pd London 1677, this confession is reproduced from a later ed., 2pp. per leaf. Wrps, fine. $25.00

131. (…)(Baptist)(Virginia) Taylor, James B. VIRGINIA BAPTIST MINISTERS (Series II). Phila/Richmond/Balt, 1859, 516pp. Original brown cl. over tds, bkspr titling worn but legible. Missing fep. Last six leaves in facsimile, rest merits v.g. First pub 1837-8, here considerably expanded by Dr. Jeter (for whom University of Richmond named a dormitory). $75.00

132. (…)(Catholic)(Law) Bales, James D. CATHOLICISM & COERCION. Rolla, MO, (1990), (29)pp., 4to. First pd 1945, here photo copied two-on verso blank. Lists 14 points said to justify the Inquisition (purportedly taken from the Catholic Encyclopedia). Not net. $22.50

133. (…)(Disciples)(Iowa) King, W. W. THEOLOGICAL DISCUSSION HELD AT DES MOINES, JUNE 22, 1869, BETWEEN W. W. KING & ALVIN I. HOBBS. Rolla, MO?, c.1990, 247(2 per leaf)pp., 4to. First pd Des Moines, 1868. King pastored a Universalist Church; Hobbs, a Church of Christ congregation. Plastic wrps, v.g. Not net. $25.00
134. (…) (MO) Rutledge, George P. CENTER-SHOTS AT ROME. Rolla, MO?, c.1990, 229(2 per leaf)pp., 4to. This is a Luther Martin reprint of a 1914 Columbus title, Church of Christ author. Plastic wrps, v.g. $12.50

135. (…) Disciples of Christ. PROGRAM OF THE INTERNATIONAL CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION & CONVENTIONS: DISCIPLES OF CHRIST, ONE HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY (CHRISTIAN CHURCHES). Rolla, MO?, c.1985, 207pp., 4to. First ptd 1909. This is an undated Celtic Cross reprint. Reproduced 2pp. per leaf. Wrps, fine. $22.50

136. (…) Edgar, John (Watch Tower). WHERE ARE THE DEAD?. Glasgow, Scotland, 1906, 36(7)pp., 12mo. Wrps, loose. Recommends further reading amongst Watch Tower Bible & Tract Society. Not listed on OCLC. $75.00

137. (…) (Education)(CT) Connecticut Sunday School Union. ANNUAL REPORT (FIRST). New Haven, CT, 1825, 24pp. Removed. Incls a constitution, reports from approx. 20 communities, & a guide for S.S. organization. Decoration on t.p. is cloud bannered motto, supported by clasped hands. OCLC locates one copy. $75.00


139. (…) … "WOULD…THAT MINE ADVERSARY HAD WRITTEN A BOOK." Lufkin, TX, c.1990. 134 articles, 4toWrps. fine. Born in KANSAS, Martin began preaching in 1941. He also began, largely in Rolla, Missouri, to write articles for Gospel papers, dealing various Bible subjects collected here. Some credit him as a Protestant scholar of Roman Catholicism. Later he moved to Lufkin, Texas, where he worked with the Celtic Cross, Inc. He appears to have been associated with the church of Christ (AKA Church of Christ). No copy on net. $35.00

140. (…) (Massachusetts) McKenzie, Alexander. TWENTY-SIX YEARS: A SERMON…HIS INSTALLATION. Cambridge, 1893, 20pp. Prior to his arrival the Congregational Church was dormant for 30 years. V.g. $17.50


143. (Social) Dow, Lorenzo. A SERMON ON MATRIMONY. Pittsburgh, PA, 1845, 24pp., 7 1/2 x 4 1/2". Early blue wrps, age soil. Called the thirteenth ed. Ed. by Uriah Eberhart. No copy of any ed. on net. $18.50

144. (…) Straton, John R. & Charles F. Potter. THE BATTLE OVER THE BIBLE - FIRST IN THE SERIES OF FUNDAMENTALIST-MODERNIST DEBATES BETWEEN REV. JOHN ROACH STRATON & REV. C. F. POTTER. Lufkin, TX, 1994, 92pp., 11" x 8 1/2". This is a photo copy. Two pgs. on one, of a transcript 1923. $22.50

145. (Disciples) Bales, James D. WAS PETER POPE? (Rolla, MO), (1990), 45/2 per leaf/opp, 4to. Plastic wrps. First ptd c.1940. Disciples. $13.50

146. (Rhode Island) Dimond, Francis H. Family Papers. 1824-57. FMD (1796-1858) was a public official in RI & served as Gov. of the state in 1850s. This material consists of six items related to Dimond & his family. (1) W(illiam) B(each) Lawrence, ALS, Ochre Point, Newport, 1854, to FMD. Lawrence was Lt Gov. of RI & succeeded to governorship; also a jurist & diplomat under Gallatin as Legation Secy in London; later charged at Paris. Later, law partner of Ham. Fish. Lawrence writes of political prospects, reporting on “a very good meeting this evening,” & saying “everything practicable” has been done to “rally the Democrats” & discussing the “two factions of Whigs.” (2) E. J. H. Gibson, ALS, Boston, 1856, to FMD, 2pp., 8vo. Sale of some “Bonds.” He also notes “the Ogdenburgh Rd has been sold under a foreclosure of the 2nd mortgage,” discussing the matter & inquiring what class of Bonds FMD holds. (3) Note for $1000, Office of the Atlantic & Pacific RR Co., NY, June 5, 1854, marked “accepted” by FMD. (4) Thomas Philbrook, ALS, to Mrs. FMD, Providence, 1832, 1 full-p., 4to. Docketed on verso. The writer discusses schooling for “Cornelius” at the Kingston Academy & gives instructions on passage for the boy. (5) Ptd notary’s protest DS, accomplished in manuscript, 1p., 4to., Bristol, 1857. Attempt to collect an overdue debt. (6) 1824 receipt to Byron Diman (RI Gov. from 1846-47). $150.00

147. (…) Two accordion view folders. Naragansett Pier & Providence. Both c.1915, both v.g. First has 20 images, the second 22 images. Nice pair. Keep the one you want & give away the other. $22.50

148. (Scotland) Stampoy, Pappity (Archer Taylor, intro.). A COLLECTION OF SCOTCH PROVERBS (1663). LA, 1955, (2), (11), 58pp. V.g., wrps, ex. lib. Augustan Reprint of 1663 title. $27.50

WILL THE REAL DOUGLAS STAND UP?


WILLIAM GILMORE SIMMS

150. (…) (Cuba) Southern Review. “CUBA & THE

152. (Social)(Occult)(Child Labor) Davis, John. "THE NEW SLAVERY" & "BROTHERHOOD OF INDIA" on pp 745-755 & 756-766 in complete issue VOL 10 #6 of ARENA. Boston, 1894. Wrps loose. This slavery is child labor. Also spiritualism, immigration & imbecility. $22.50

153. (South Carolina)(Cuba) (Porcher, F. A.). "HISTORICAL & SOCIAL SKETCH OF CRAVEN COUNTY" on pp. 377-428 as ptd in complete issue of SOUTHERN QUARTERLY REVIEW, WHOLE # XVIII. Charleston, SC, 1854. [vii],(273-559),(1),bl,(1)-vii,(1),bl, ads-(4) pp. Wrps, untrimmed, damp stained bottom of pp through 477. Not affecting any text. Very free of foxing. Porcher also has contributed an article on SC schools & W. H. Trescott has addressed the Cuban issue. William Gilmore Simms is credited w/an article on the Gaines Case (Myra Clarke). The initial pagination contains "cards" (Usually 2 or 3 lines) for Charleston businesses. This vol. contains a complete index to Vol. IX (new series). $350.00


156. (Telephone)(Teleg)(TC)(Wire) Standard Underground Cable Co. BARE & INSULATED COPPER WIRES & CABLES FOR ALL PURPOSES. Pittsburgh, PA, (1906), 228pp., 7 1/2 x 4". V.g. in blue cl over stiff bds. Six leaves of photo illus. $35.00


scouring machine, as impressive for the bold & vibrant color as for the intricate detail revealed. Thomas Wood does not appear in Romaine, McKinstry, or the High Ridge Series. Very faint old damp staining does not detract from image. $150.00


160. Towne, Frederick T. Ms. Three als. c.1904. From Stamford, CT & NYC, 1904. Ms. Towne writes to J.G. Phelps-Stokes w/invitation to meet her “Confessor, Father Pardow.” A 2nd note follows up. The 3rd item invites to dinner w/seeming matchmaking in air. $30.00

161. (Transportation) Tremont Despatch & U.S. Mail Coach. WAY BILL FROM BOSTON ... TO ... BRATTLEBOROUGH. Boston?, 1840, 8¼ x 14¼”. Eleven passengers. Neat details on fare splitting. New Hampshire. Massachusetts. $28.50


163. Vermont. Postal views of Newport, Vermont. N.p., c.1910. Ten cards, each 2 x 3½” in color. No automobiles, hence the date. Located on edge of Lake Memphremagog. $25.00


166. (Coal) APPALACHIAN COAL MINING MEMORIES: LIFE IN THE COAL FIELDS OF VIRGINIA’S NEW RIVER VALLEY. Blacksburg, VA, xii,374pp., 4to. First ed. Wrps, fine. This copy has some labels pasted to cover to “adapt” title to read “MCoy Coal Mining Men”, Montgomery County, VA, coop w/Radford Univ., including the App. Studies Program (that the new President wants to strangle). $25.00


171. (…) (Masonic) Jett, Dora C. MINOR SKETCHES OF MAJOR FOLK, & WHERE THEY SLEEP. THE OLD MASONIC BURYING GROUND, FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA. Richmond, VA, 1928, 128pp., small 8vo. First ed. V.g., ex. lib. $18.50


173. (…) (…) Cushman, Joseph A. & D. J. Cederstrom. AN UPPER EOCENE FORAMINIFERAL FAUNA FROM DEEP WELLS IN YORK COUNTY, VIRGINIA. Charlottesville, VA, 1945, vi,58pp. First ed. V.g. w/interior lib stamps. First copy here. $12.50

174. (…) Harris, Malcolm H. (comp.). OLD NEW KENT COUNTY: SOME ACCOUNT OF THE PLANTERS, PLANTATIONS, & PLACES IN NEW KENT COUNTY...KING WILLIAM COUNTY...ST. JOHN’S PARISH. West Point, VA, 1977, 2 vol. V.g., corner wear. Issued w/o front free e.p. Over 1000 pp, including several hundred pp. on King & Queen & King William Counties. $175.00

175. (…) (Literature) Virginia Writers Club, Valley Writers Chapter. FIT TO PRINT II - AN ANTHOLOGY OF THE VALLEY WRITERS CHAPTER OF THE VIRGINIA WRITERS CLUB. (Roanoke, VA), 2001, 60pp., 4to. Wrps, fine. No copies on net. Includes famous poet Richard Raymond, III. $25.00

176. (…) Percy, Alfred. THE AMHERST COUNTY STORY. Madison Heights, 1961, (6)126(11)pp., 12mo. Wrps, fine. Appears to be a later ed. but w/no add’l ptg. data. The most extensive of the Percy Press publ., w/full color cvr by C. L. Val, Jr. Bio sketch laid in. $22.50

179. (…)(WV)(Nat Amer) Potter, Stephen R. COMMONERS, TRIBUTE, & CHIEFS - THE DEVELOPMENT OF ALGONQUIAN CULTURE IN THE POTOMAC VALLEY. Charlottesville & London, 1993, 267pp. First ed. Fine in fine dj, ex. lib. Fspc reflects map of Chesapeake Bay region. Illus w/photos, diagrams, maps & drawings. Author is a Regional Archaeologist for the National Park Service, National Capital Region, & a Research Associate with the Department of Anthropology at the Smithsonian Institution. $15.00

180. (West Virginia)(Appalachia) Hicks, Doris (ed.). ECHOES OF WEST VIRGINIA - A MAGAZINE OF VERSE - VOL I #1. Charleston, 1949, 50,(2),bcpp. Wcps, v.g. First issue of this poetry periodical. $35.00


183. (…)(Geology)(Coal) White, I. C. WEST VIRGINIA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY - LEVELS ABOVE TIDE - TRUE MERIDIANS - REPORT ON COAL (VOL II). (Morgantown, WV), 1903, xiii,725pp. Wrps, good (bkstrp darkened & creased) $37.50


185. (…) (Econ)(Theosophy)(Art) Campbell, Helen. “WOMEN WAGE-EARNERS” on pp 668-679 in complete issue VOL 7 #6 of THE ARENA. Boston, 1893. Wcps (dusty, some scraping), missing lower 2” on bkstrp. Also articles on reform, & others on Austria & Rome. $25.00

186. (…) (Social)(Theosophy) Willard, Frances E. “WOMAN’S CAUSE IS MANS’S” on pp 712-725 in complete issue VOL 5 #6 of THE ARENA. Boston, 1892. Wcps (dusty, some scraping), missing lower 2” on bkstrp. Also articles on Zoraster, Hart on alcohol, Ella Wheeler Wilcox - poem on reform, & others on Austria & Rome. $25.00
